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Office Space for Business Setup in Dubai 
  

 

 

If you are looking at setting up a business in Dubai or UAE you will need to rent a business 

office space. 

Several actions need to be taken to setup a business in Dubai as permitted by the government. 

One such step is to rent a Dubai office. Renting an office space in Dubai while forming a 

business is obligatory. A private residence cannot be used as an official company address. 

The solutions range from workstations to warehouses with attached office space in an open-

plan office of a business center, already fitted out offices or shell. 

You can not only lease business spaces, but also purchase them, depending on the location of 

the business and also the individual circumstance.  
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Benefits of renting a Dubai Office 

Renting an office room in Dubai has many advantages. Some of them are as follows: 

Lenient legal formalities 

Less cost with more facilities 

Equally spacious to work 

Business flexibility 

 

But if a business setup can do without an office space, the requirement to rent one may seem 

costly. 

As many companies move online, using cloud computing, messaging applications, and voice 

services, some businesses claim the need for a physical office is redundant, especially for start-

ups and newer businesses. Nevertheless, whatever the situation is, it is a must in Dubai to have 

an office to set up a company. 

Investors have the option to go for a "smart desk" or a "flexi desk" service when it comes to free 

zones in Dubai, but again the number of visas available for these companies differs for staff and 

depends on the size of the office space. 

 

On the other side, the representatives of the Department of Economic Development (DED 

Dubai) who have come up with this law claim that a physical facility is made compulsory since it 

enables authorities to carry out inspections such as tracking operations and ensuring that the 

business complies with immigration laws. Although startups are not pleased with this law, they 

have to follow it as part of Dubai's legal framework and can balance the costs of renting with 

other company commitments. 

Now, if you're a foreigner who wants to start a business in Dubai but you don't know about this 

legal compulsion, you can always get a consultant's assistance. They will assist you find a 

cheaper rental office room and can guide you through the setup procedures and 

documentation as well. 

 

Looking for a rental office in Dubai with extra facilities in your budget? 

Log on to www.pmcsolutions.me or contact us at +971 588 631 656 or email at 

setup@pmcsolutions.me 
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